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Designing Tapered Holey Fibers for
Soliton Compression
Ming-Leung V. Tse, Peter Horak, Francesco Poletti, and David J. Richardson

Abstract—We investigate numerically the compression of femtosecond solitons at 1.55- m wavelength propagating in holey
fibers which exhibit simultaneously decreasing dispersion and
effective mode area. We determine optimal values of holey fiber
parameters and fiber lengths for soliton compression in the adiabatic and nonadiabatic regimes. Compression factors in excess of
ten are found for fibers as short as a few meters.
Index Terms—Fiber design and fabrication, microstructure optical fibers, pulse compression methods.

I. INTRODUCTION
OMPRESSION of soliton pulses propagating in conventional dispersion decreasing optical fibers (DDF) is a wellestablished technique [1]. Early demonstrations at a wavelength
of 1.55 m already showed compression from 630 to 115 fs in a
100-m DDF and from 3.5 down to 230 fs in a 1.6-km DDF [2].
Pulse compression of higher order solitons in DDF with factors greater than 50 was also demonstrated [3]. The effect of the
dispersion profile along the fiber on the performance of pulse
compression in DDF was systematically investigated in [4] and
the effects of higher order dispersion in [5]. A variant of the
scheme using dispersion-decreasing fiber in a nonlinear optical
loop mirror has been proposed for the compression of longer
(picosecond) pulses [6].
Microstructured holey fibers offer the flexibility to extend
adiabatic soliton compression to a much wider range of wavelengths and pulse energies than accessible with conventional
optical fibers [7]. First, the large refractive index contrast
between fiber core and cladding possible in holey fibers leads
to large waveguide dispersion which can be used to compensate for the normal material dispersion at wavelengths below
1.3 m in silica fibers. Anomalous dispersion and hence
soliton propagation can be easily achieved, for example, at
1.06 m where efficient Yb-doped fiber laser sources exist [8].
Second, because of the small core size and thus high nonlinearity possible within holey fibers, compression already occurs
at very low soliton energies and over short lengths of fiber.
Compression of femtosecond solitons with pico-Joule energies
at 1.06 m has recently been demonstrated [9]. Finally, in
contrast to conventional fibers, holey fibers can be fabricated
where both dispersion and effective mode area decrease significantly, leading to enhanced compression factors. Dispersion-
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Fig. 1. Contour map for dispersion [solid line; units of ps/(nm km)], dispersion
slope[(dotted line; ps=(nm km)] and effective area [dashed line; m ] versus
pitch 3 and d=3 for holey fibers of hexagonal geometry at 1.55-m wavelength.

and mode-area decreasing holey fibers (DMDHFs) can be
fabricated by varying the drawing conditions during the fiber
draw, which in general allows for variation of fiber parameters
on a length scale as short as 10 m [10]. For faster parameter
variations along shorter lengths of fiber, a holey fiber has to be
tapered on a specialized rig similarly to fibers fabricated for
supercontinuum generation at short wavelengths [11]–[14].
In this paper, we investigate in detail the idea of using
DMDHFs for fundamental soliton compression. The paper is
organized as follows. In Section II, we analyze holey fiber
dispersion and effective mode area versus fiber design parameters and the resulting soliton compression in DMDHFs under
fully adiabatic conditions. In Section III, we compare these
theoretical results with numerical simulations taking into account a variety of nonlinear effects and higher order dispersion.
Section IV investigates the compression factor for different
fiber lengths and discusses the minimum length required for
near-adiabatic conditions. In Section V, nonadiabatic compression in short lengths of DMDHFs is discussed. Section VI deals
with the important issues of fiber loss and fiber fabrication.
Finally, we summarize our results in Section VII.
II. HOLEY FIBER DESIGN AND IDEAL ADIABATIC COMPRESSION
We present in Fig. 1 the dependence of dispersion , dis, and effective mode area
on hole-to-hole
persion slope
of holey fibers with regspacing and air-filling fraction
ular hexagonal geometry at 1.55 m. The map has been calculated by simulating a number of fibers on a regular
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Fig. 2. Contour map for adiabatic compression factors corresponding to Fig. 1.

grid with a full vector finite element method solver and by applying a subsequent 2-D spline to create smooth contours. The
choice of a dense enough grid of 17 13 points ensures that
the accuracy of each point on the map is equal or better than the
accuracy practically achievable during the fiber fabrication. The
map was obtained for fibers with 8 rings of air-holes; however it
was found that in the design region of interest for this study both
and
are not significantly affected by an increase in the
number of rings. By appropriate fiber fabrication and/or tapering
can be achieved along the
a large variation of both and
length of a single fiber. In this paper we are concerned with optimizing the corresponding rate of parameter change along the
fiber with respect to soliton compression.
, the full
For given fiber parameters and pulse energy
width at half maximum (FWHM) of a fundamental soliton
is [15]
(1)
is the nonlinear-index coeffiwhere is the wavelength and
cient. In the idealized case of a lossless fiber and an arbitrarily
along the fiber,
stays constant,
slow change of and
the pulse compression is adiabatic, and therefore the pulsewidth
. In real fibers however, fiber
is proportional to the product
loss, the delayed nonlinear Raman response, and higher order
dispersion affect the soliton propagation and achievable compression. These effects will be discussed in Sections III–VI, but
are neglected here.
Based on (1), we obtain the contour map of the adiabatic compression factor, Fig. 2, corresponding to the map of fiber parameters in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 is normalized to the top left corner of the
. A tapered fiber with
figure which has the largest value of
parameters changing from that point to any other point on the
map will result in compression of a soliton at 1.55 m by the
factor shown in the figure, provided that changes of fiber parameters over one local dispersion length are small. We note
that compression factors of 20 and higher are possible in theory,
if the end point of the holey fiber is close to the zero-dispersion
line of Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Dispersion and effective area profiles along a 50-m fiber for (a) Path 1
and (b) Path 2 of Fig. 2. Inset: In both cases the fiber parameters 3 and d=3 vary
linearly along the fiber from (d=3 = 0:20; 3 = 4:12) to (d=3 = 0:27; 3 =
2:48).

III. ADIABATIC COMPRESSION IN LONG FIBERS
For a more detailed investigation, we performed numerical
simulations of the generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation
using a standard split-step Fourier tool, which takes into account
higher order dispersion as well as nonlinear Kerr and Raman effects. This is done for fibers with parameters following different
paths on the contour map, two of the paths are shown in Fig. 2.
Fiber loss is neglected in the following, but will be discussed
later in Section VI. Furthermore, we assume input solitons of
400 fs duration, which on one hand provides a short dispersion
5 such that fiber propagation losses are small
length of
over this scale, but which on the other hand is long enough to
avoid excessive spectral bandwidths.
In this section, we analyze pulse compression in DMDHFs of
5 , and fiber
50 m length, which is long compared to
parameters in the top left corner of Fig. 1. First, we choose a path
in Fig. 1 that gives a large decrease of dispersion and mode area,
while the fiber remains both single mode and in the anomalous
dispersion regime. This is indicated as Path 1 in Fig. 2. Here,
is decreasing by a factor of 5 and
is decreasing by
a factor of 10 from the top left corner of the map to a point
. The profiles of and
along the length of
close to
the fiber are shown in Fig. 3(a).
The simulated FWHM for Path 1 is shown in Fig. 4. While we
would expect adiabatic compression for these parameters, we
observe that after 20 of fiber the width deviates from that
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Fig. 4. Simulated pulsewidth (FWHM) in the fiber with dispersion and effective area profiles along Path 1.

found by the analytic expression (1). A closer analysis reveals
that two effects prevent further compression at this point.
Firstly, the dispersion slope decreases from 0.046 to
0.267 ps nm km along the fiber. Thus, during the second
half of the fiber the zero-dispersion wavelength shifts continuously toward the soliton. When the zero-dispersion wavelength
is found close to the soliton wavelength, the soliton starts to
shed energy into dispersive waves [16]. This effect is clearly
observed in the simulated spectra at different positions along
the fiber shown in Fig. 5(a). The first dispersive wave appears
2– m wavelength after 23 m of propagation. Subseat
quently more new components are generated below 2 m as
the zero-dispersion wavelength continues to move to shorter
wavelengths. Note that this problem can be avoided with longer
input pulses of e.g., 1 or 2 ps which lead to smaller output
bandwidths. However, a much longer fiber with very low loss is
needed in this case for adiabatic compression as the dispersion
length is of the order of tens of meters.
and the corresponding inSecondly, the large decrease in
crease in the nonlinearity lead to temporal broadening by Raman
soliton self-frequency shifting (SSFS) [17]. This effect is clearly
observed in the spectra, Fig. 5(b). Note that for this particular
through out the fiber.
simulation we kept
These results impose certain restrictions on fiber parameters
which lead to high soliton compression factors. First, the fiber
should have an end point near the crossing point of the line of
and the line of zero dispersion slope
zero dispersion
[18] to avoid the resonant generation of dispersive
can only be reduced by
waves. Second, the effective area
to be either
a certain fraction to reduce SSFS. For and
constant or decreasing along the fiber, holey fiber parameters
must therefore be chosen in the top left area of the map in Fig,
1. Path 2 of Fig. 2 represents such a choice. Here, decreases
by a factor
by a factor of 5 [from 25 to 5 ps/(nm km)] and
of 2.5 (from 75 to 30 m ) along the fiber, the corresponding
profiles are shown in Fig. 3(b). The simulated pulsewidth in this
case is shown in Fig. 6. We now find excellent agreement with
the analytic approximation (1), which suggests that the soliton
compression is indeed adiabatic. A small SSFS is still observed
in the corresponding spectrum but no dispersive waves are generated. A 400-fs soliton pulse is compressed down to 33 fs, a
compression factor of 12. The adiabaticity of the soliton compression is further confirmed by the fact that simulations using

Fig. 5. Simulated spectra at different distances along the fiber (Path 1)
(a) showing the effects of dispersion slope when Raman effects are neglected
in the simulation (dotted lines indicate zero dispersion wavelengths) and
= 0 for the entire length.
(b) showing the effects of Raman shifting when

D

Fig. 6. Simulated pulsewidth (FWHM) in the fiber with dispersion and effective area profiles along Path 2.

paths with the same start and end points as Path 2 but alternative routes in between yield very similar performances. Finally,
we fitted a soliton intensity profile to the simulated output. This
yielded a perfect fit with as little as 0.04% of the output energy
lost from the soliton during compression.
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IV. MINIMIZED FIBER LENGTH FOR ADIABATIC COMPRESSION
In this section, we investigate the minimum fiber length necessary to achieve high compressions. We study fibers down to a
few meters in length which could potentially be fabricated in a
holey fiber tapering rig.
We use again the fiber parameters found in Path 2 of Fig. 2,
but now we investigate different lengths of fiber and allow for
along the fiber, that is, difnonuniform changes of and
[4]. Our simulations indicate that
ferent profiles of and
the shortest fiber length over which the maximum compression
along the
can be achieved requires constant effective gain
fiber [19], [20]. In its dimensionless form, this condition can be
written as
(2)
is the position along
where is the initial soliton width and
the optimized fiber. Since the parameter pair
should
can be
follow the same path (Path 2) in the contour map,
.
mapped onto the position z of Fig. 3 by a function
, (2) then provides a differential
For every constant value of
equation for
, whose solution is the optimized profile for
. As an example, Fig. 7(a) shows the optia fiber length
profiles for a 15-m fiber. Fig. 7(b) depicts the
mized and
corresponding simulated pulsewidth together with the prediction by (1), showing that a compression factor of 12 can still be
achieved with this fiber. In this case, the output was well fitted
by a soliton and a pedestal containing 7.8% of the energy.
We used the same optimization routine for different lengths
of fiber and plot the simulated output pulsewidth in Fig. 8 together with results obtained for non-optimized profiles where
and
vary linearly along the fiber. As expected, no difference
is found for long fiber lengths where both profiles are adiabatic
everywhere along the fiber, however there exist marked differences for fibers less than 5 m long. We found that a compression
factor of 10 can still be achieved over a length of 5 m which is
close to the dispersion length. For shorter lengths, only the optimized profiles lead to similar compression factors. However the
oscillatory behavior of the output pulsewidth with fiber length
indicates that pulse compression is no longer fully adiabatic in
this regime.

D

Fig. 7. (a) Optimized
and A profiles for a 15-m fiber following path 2
using the constant effective gain method. Inset: the variation of 3 and d=3 along
the fiber. (b) Simulated pulsewidths (FWHM) in the fiber with the optimized
dispersion and effective area profiles.

V. NONADIABATIC COMPRESSION IN SHORT FIBERS
Significant compression can still be observed for DMDHFs
shorter than 5 m in the nonadiabatic regime [21]. As an example, we simulated the pulse propagation over only 2 m of
fiber with the start and end points of Path 2, but not necessarily
following a direct route. The top left region of the map (Fig. 1) is
again shown in Fig. 9(a). Two new paths are indicated with the
same end points as Path 2. Path 3 consists of a first part where
is constant and only
is decreasing, and a second part
is decreasing at constant . Path 4 exhibits the opwhere
posite behavior. The corresponding pulse compression is shown
in Fig. 9(b), together with the results of a 5-m near-adiabatic
compression as discussed in the previous section. For the short
2 m fiber, achievable compression varies significantly among
different paths. The shortest pulses are found for Path 4 where
is decreased first and later. In this case, compression of

Fig. 8. Output pulsewidth for a 400-fs soliton input for fibers of different
lengths following Path 2 with and without the constant effective gain (optimized) method.

400-fs pulses down to 65 fs is observed, a compression factor
of 6 compared to a factor of 10 for a 5-m fiber and a factor
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Fig. 9. (a) Contour map for effective area (m ) and dispersion (ps/(nm km))
versus 3 and d=3 for holey fibers of hexagonal geometry at 1.55-m wavelength showing Paths 2–4. (b) Pulse width along these paths under optimized
near-adiabatic (5-m fiber length) and nonadiabatic (2-m fiber length) conditions.

of 12 for 15 m. By contrast, Path 3 only gives rise to a minor
compression by less than a factor of two. We explain this large
difference in performance as follows. A soliton is commonly interpreted as a pulse where the broadening effect of dispersion is
exactly compensated by the focusing effect of the nonlinearity.
For soliton compression we, therefore, expect the nonlinearity
to play the major role and thus an initial decrease of the effective
area (increase of nonlinearity) will lead to faster compression,
in agreement with our numerical results.
Fitting the output pulses in the nonadiabatic regime with
soliton profiles revealed pedestals containing 29.8%, 6.8%,
and 33.6% of the energy for paths 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
As expected, this loss of energy is much larger than in the
adiabatic regime. However, it was found that the output pulses
were still better matched by a soliton profile than, for example,
by a Gaussian pulse shape.
VI. FIBER LOSS AND FIBER FABRICATION
In real fibers, soliton compression is limited by propagation
losses. In this case, the soliton energy in (1) is not constant,

Fig. 10. Simulated output pulsewidth for fibers with D and A profiles similar to Fig. 7(a) for (a) different fiber lengths and losses, (b) different fiber length
and loss = 0:15 dB=m, and the calculated pulsewidth using (3).

but decreases exponentially with propagation length. The pulse
width under ideal adiabatic conditions thus is given by
(3)
where
is the soliton energy at the input, is the fiber loss
and is the length along the fiber. We introduced realistic propagation losses into our numerical simulations and investigated
the best fiber design and length accordingly.
Let us again consider Path 2 with varying parameters and
along the fiber and with the optimized and
profiles
rescaled from Fig. 7(a) to various fiber lengths. The simulated
output pulse widths for 400 fs soliton input for different fiber
lengths and losses are shown in Fig. 10(a). The optimum length
for the chosen profiles is between 3 and 10 m. For example, in
the case of 0.15 dB/m fiber loss, the minimum output pulsewidth
is 45 fs with a fiber length of 3 m, see Fig. 10(b). We also
observe that for long fibers the simulated output pulse widths
agreed very well with the analytical prediction (3), where good
adiabaticity is observed.
The fibers investigated in this paper so far require large
and small , which leads to large confinement losses of the fundamental mode in such tapers [22], [23]. In order to reduce the
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Fig. 11. Contour map for dispersion [solid line; units of ps/(nm km)], dispersion slope [dotted line; ps=(nm km)] and effective area [ dashed line; m ]
with paths that have either constant d=3 or constant pitch.

confinement loss to an acceptable level, as many as 12–14 rings
of identical holes are needed in this regime. One way to reduce
the number of rings, and thus to facilitate fabrication, is to use
larger hole sizes in the outer rings of the fiber structure. Our numerical mode calculations indicate that structures with 7 rings
as employed here and 2
of holes with values for and
exhibit similar disperouter rings of larger holes
sion profiles and thus should lead to similar pulse compression
properties while significantly reducing confinement losses. We
note, however, that the presence of different hole sizes may impede tapering of the fibers over the whole range of parameters
required for efficient compression.
and are
For any of the fibers investigated so far, both
varying at the same time along the fiber, which requires accurate control of the air pressure in the holes and of the drawing
temperature and speed during the fiber tapering process in order
to achieve a specific parameter profile as, for example, shown in
Fig. 7(a). This renders the fabrication of such fibers labor intensive and challenging. In practice, it may be desirable to find new
paths in Fig. 1 for fibers which are more readily fabricated, even
at the cost of slightly smaller compression ratios. Two possible
scenarios are shown in Fig. 11. The first is to keep constant
,as indicated by Path 5, which can be achieved by
and vary
varying the pressure in the air holes while simultaneously using
fiber diameter feed back control during the fiber draw. However,
fibers following such a path on the contour map have either
or
decreasing but not both, which limits achievable compression factors. The second possibility for relatively easy fabconstant and vary such
rication of DMDHFs is to keep
as shown by Path 6 in Fig. 11, which can be achieved by varying
the fiber drawing speed.
offer the possibility of soliton
Many paths with constant
compression, but most of the paths encounter the problems discussed above such as Raman SSFS, large third-order dispersion,
. Here,
or high losses. A good option is Path 6 with
decreases from 4 to 2.2 m, decreases from 40 to 8 ps/(nm km),
decreases from 30 to 15 m , allowing for a compresand
sion factor of 10 in the adiabatic regime. Because of the large
negative dispersion slope at the fiber end, compression of 400 fs

Fig. 12. Simulated (a) pulse shape (left: logarithmic scale; right: linear scale)
and (b) spectrum for a fiber (loss = 0:1 dB=m) following Path 6 with a 500-fs
soliton input at different positions along the fiber.

input solitons leads to some shedding of energy into dispersive
waves, but a small increase of the input width to 500 fs reduces
the output bandwidth sufficiently to avoid this problem. The resulting spectra and pulse shapes for a 15 m fiber with a loss of
0.1 dB/m are shown in Fig. 12. A compression factor of 6 is
found, with the output pulse maintaining high quality.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have investigated compression of femtosecond solitons in
silica holey fibers of decreasing dispersion and effective mode
area, which can be fabricated by changing the structural design
during the fiber draw or by additional taparameters and
pering. Long low-loss fibers with slowly changing parameters
lead to adiabatic compression and the highest compression factors. In the presence of realistic fiber losses, it is essential to
minimize the fiber length while maintaining high compression.
We found that best compression over short fiber lengths is obtained in the adiabatic propagation regime if the effective gain
is constant along the fiber. For even shorter fiber lengths compression is nonadiabatic but high compression factors can still
be achieved by careful optimization of dispersion and effective
mode area profiles along the fiber. A specific example of a fiber
structure has been demonstrated which provides a compression
factor of 12 in the adiabatic regime ( 15 m of fiber), a factor
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of 10 over 5 m under optimized near-adiabatic conditions, and
a factor of 6 over 2 m of nonadiabatic compression. Finally, the
effects of loss and the feasibility of fabrication has been investigated. A simple fabrication design has been proposed, where
adiabatic compression by a factor of 6 can be obtained for a
fiber with a loss of 0.1 dB/m.
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